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Abstract 
 

In most image processing applications, the users are only interested in parts of the 

information conveyed through the image. In this work, we present an adaptive 

technique of compressing still images. It consists first on automatically detecting 

faces in the image. Based on this, facial regions are given highest compression values 

and as one recedes to the background the compression quality keeps diminishing. 

Performance of this technique in terms of compression rate is compared and 

analyzed on images with single faces and multiple faces. 
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1.0. Introduction 
Images in digital format often occupy a lot of space for storage when compared to text files. To transmit this kind of images 

requires a wide band-width. When working and processing with these kinds of images, users are usually often interested in certain 

regions in the image. This makes it interesting to preserve regions interesting to the users such as faces while processing. 

Image compression is handled via various approaches. The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) [1] is the first international 

compression standard for continuous-tone still images, both greyscale and color; it happens to be generic and supports a wide 

variety of applications. Jpeg has very high compression ratio, and is supported in PostScript language for printing systems. Joint 

Photographic Experts Group 2000 (JPEG 2000) [2,3] as a compression algorithm is more efficient than Jpeg; the high demand for 

such technology for internet use led to its conception. It has a lossless compression mode, which is convenient for pre-printing 

preparation. Its data compression is complex computationally. When compressed below a certain threshold, the wavelet-based 

algorithm produces less block boundary artifacts, but slightly less detailed images compared to conventional JPEG compression. 

The Run-length encoding also known as RLE [4] is computationally basic. Its compression works well with files that contain a lot 

of repetitive data such as text files if they contain a lot of space of the same color. With RLE, computer color images (for 

example, architectural drawings) can also be highly compressed. Lempel–Ziv–Welch (LZW) compression [5] works best for 

monochrome images and text files that contain a lot of repetitive data. Compressed files that do not contain any duplicate pattern 

or information may grow larger than the original files; LZW compression is simple computationally; it is a compression technique 

that has been around for quite some time and is fairly old. New computer systems usually implement more efficient algorithms. 

Huffman compression algorithm [6] is one of the oldest compression algorithms but still rated as one of the most powerful data 

compression algorithms. It can be classified as a lossless data compression algorithm because no bits are lost during the 

compression or decompression process. It is based on coding technique using symbol wise method. The algorithm is one of the 

algorithms used to compress text. Huffman coding is based on the frequency of occurrence of a data item like pixel in images. The 

technique uses a lower number of bits to encode the data in to binary codes that occurs more frequently. It is implemented in 

JPEG files. All these systems handle compression but none by default allowed us to adaptively compress facial regions with high 

quality then other areas with lower and lower compression quality as we recede from the facial area to the background. To 

mitigate this problem, we proposed to detect the faces using Viola-Jones algorithm, then created a unique algorithm to find 

compression levels of blocks and based on this, the output is encoded to jpeg based on assigned compression levels of blocks. 

Section 2 of this paper gives details on the suggested principle of finding faces. Section 3 describes an adaptive still image 

compression approach. Experimental results were presented in section 4. Finally, we concluded the paper in section 5. 
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2.0. Region of interest detection 

The first stage of the proposed strategy consists of detecting and drawing rectangles around faces in the image. The 

detection can be done via varied means but in this work, it was carried out via Viola-Jones algorithm [7,8,9] implemented 

via Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) [10,11,12] functions on Visual C++. In this manner, faces are found 

which are the objects of interest in the image.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Matrix of the levels of compressions for the image where the darkest spots represent areas with highest levels of 

compression quality. 
 

3.0. Adaptive compression 

The adaptive compression implemented is based on detecting faces as explained above, determining the degree of 

compression of blocks then finally encoding into Jpeg. Fig. 1 represents a diagram highlighting the suggested method. 
 

3.1. Region of interest and compression 

The aim of the proposed approach is to sustain the information transmitted through the image in the rectangles drawn 

around detected faces with the highest possible value while the background gets lower compression quality, with slight 

transitions from high to low.  

 

3.2. Determining the degree of compression of blocks 

For this step, it was necessary to write a personal algorithm. 

The function returns a vector of integer values, the values vary in the range [0-100] in accordance with the required 

compression quality. A value of 100 is the best compression quality. 

Determination of the compression ratio for each block of the image is performed based on its proximity to the person's 

face. In this case, the following algorithm is used (based on the final file size): 

The algorithm works in the following manner: 

based on the list of tilted rectangles [13] received from the human face detection module, the number of blocks that make 

up the face areas in the image is calculated;      

based on the final file size, the compression rates are calculated for the areas of the person's face and areas of the rest of 

the background;      

to reduce the sharpness of the transition between the areas of faces to be compressed with high quality and the areas of the 

background, in a certain neighborhood of faces for the corresponding blocks, the degree of compression is gradually 

reduced from the degree of compression of the face area to the degree of compression of the background areas.    

   

3.2.1. Description of the algorithm for calculating the compression level of each 8x16 blocks 

An image is transmitted at the input of the algorithm. 

First, the algorithm must find the center of the faces of all recognized people in the image using OpenCV functions and 

libraries [14]; then store their coordinates in vector (array) using this formula: 

centerXi = faceXi +
faceWidthi

2
 ,       (1)  

centerYi = faceYi +
faceHeighti

2
,        (2) 

 

where centerXi is x coordinate of the center of the ith face, centerYi is y  coordinate of the center of the ith face, faceXi is x 

coordinate from the list of tilted rectangles received from the human face detection module, faceWidthi is width from 

the list of tilted rectangles received from the human face detection module, faceYi is y coordinate from the list of tilted 

rectangles received from the human face detection module, faceHeighti is height from the list of tilted rectangles received 

from the human face detection module. 
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Then, it is necessary to generate a list of compression ratios for all Jpeg Minimum Coded Unit (MCU) blocks (usually 8x16 

pixels) [1] of which the image consists. 

While looping through image rows by a counter equivalent to MCU height and looping through image columns by a 

counter equivalent to MCU width: 

If the sum of the counter and the MCU block height exceeds the width of the image (i + MCU_H ≥ image_rows) then it 

divides the new block by Eq. (3) else by Eq. (4): 

X = i +
(image_rows−i)

2
,       (3) 

 X = i +
MCU_H

2
,                    (4) 

where X is x coordinate of the new block, image_rows is image width, MCU_H is block height of MCU, i is counter. 

If the sum of the counter and the block width exceeds the image height (j + MCU_W ≥ image_cols) then it divides the new 

block by Eq. (5) else by Eq. (6): 

Y = j +
(image_cols −j)

2
,                            (5) 

Y = j +
MCU_W

2
,        (6) 

where Y is the y coordinate of the new MCU block, image_cols is image height, MCU_W is block width, j is counter. 

After that, when there are many faces in the image, it is necessary to find the minimum distance to select for compression 

level. That is, the minimum distance from any given MCU block to center of faces in the image. The minimum distance is 

calculated by the formula: 

dist =  √((X − Xk)2+(Y − Yk)2),                               (7)      

where dist is the distance, X and Y are X and Y coordinates of the current face, Xk and Yk are the Xk
th and Yk

th coordinates of 

the face in the vector (array). 

After cycling through the vector containing minimum distances from MCU blocks to center of all faces, the degree of 

compression of all the blocks is calculated one after the other in relationship to the maximum distance in the vector 

distances by the formula: 

scl =
distancesi

max
,                                                                     (8) 

where scl is compression level for the MCU block, distancesi is vector (array) having all the most minimum distances from 

MCU blocks to center of all faces, max is the most biggest value in the vector (array) distancesi. 

 

3.3. Image coding to jpeg 

The output is encoded to jpeg using jpeg image compression algorithm [15,16,17]  based on assigned compression levels of 

blocks. 

 

4.0. Results and interpretation 

The method was applied to images with one or several faces. Fig. 2 presents the results of the application of the method on 

an image with a single face. 

 

 
(a)   (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Original Lena image (single face): File size = 83kb. File type=JPEG (b) Compressed image: File size: 41kb. File 

size reduction= 51%. File type=JPEG. 
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(a)   (b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Original Girls image (multiple faces): File size = 86kb. File type=JPEG (b) Compressed image: File size: 60kb. File size 

reduction = 30%. File type=JPEG. 

Fig. 3 shows the result of applying the method on image with several faces. The starting images are of type Jpeg. We applied 

compression to the image and tested the method with various images. Table 1 shows the result when adaptive compression is applied to 

the images.  
 

Table 1: Adaptive compression results 

 Original size Compressed size File size reduction 

Lena (single face) 83kb 41kb 51% 

Girls (multiple faces) 86kb 60kb 30% 
Comparison of these results reveals that adaptive compression makes it possible to reach high compression ratios while retaining high 

visual quality, especially in the facial regions.  These results depend on the dimension of the faces, and certainly the number of faces 

existing in the image.  

According to the results of the work, it was possible to achieve roughly an average of 30% usually when there are many faces (and 50% 

if there is a single face) adaptive compression degree while maintaining the visual quality of the image. 
 

5.0. Conclusion  
In this work, we presented an adaptive compression technique based on the fact that users are interested only in part of the information 

conveyed through the image. The faces are detected using an automatic method based on Viola-Jones algorithm. The whole image is then 

compressed in such a way that the facial area has highest compression value with the background having lowest and there is a slight 

transition from region of high quality to that of low quality then the whole thing is encoded into jpeg. The results obtained showed that 

this technique makes it possible to obtain a high compression ratio while preserving good visual image quality especially in the facial 

areas.  
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